
The ORION HuddleCam is equipped with 1080p
and 120°wide range shooting angle, also the
intelligent hanging mode. Its image also looks
normal when it is hanging upside-down on the
ceiling. It is suitable for huddle rooms or personal
offices.

The ORION HuddleCam is simple to operate and
has no installation drive, it is compatible with all
kinds of common video meeting software, such
as: Microsoft Teams, Cisco Webex, Zoom,
BlueJeans etc. 

The 1080P HD camera can be used along with any
of the audio solutions from STRIDER LABs or can
be paired with other audio solutions. 

Its style is classic and the structure is compact,
shooting Angle adjustable, the style is light,
easy to carry. 

 ORION HUDDLE CAM
ORION HUDDLE CAM

Intelligent hanging mode With
auto-adjusting image algorithm , its
image looks normal when it hangs
upside-down
1080P HD camera 120 degree
shooting wide angle clear and fluid
picture
Mechanical adjustable lens  The
lens can be adjusted vertical -30 to
30 degree and horizontally -150 to
150 degree, enabling flexible
shooting angle
Audio and video integration
Supporting Microsoft Teams, Skype,
Webex, Zoom, BLuejeans and other
online communication software
Easy operation No need driver Use
just after plugging Common clip is
suitable for different screen

DATA SHEET



Video:Including lens, image
sensor, digital signal
processing chip, USB
interface controller.
Ceiling stand ( to be ordered
separately)

104*139*124 mm

465g

Black
White
Gold

USB 2.0

ARCHITECTURE 

DIMENSION

NET WEIGHT

COLOR

NETWORK INTERFACE

CCC

Temperature -20°~70°
Best Shooting Temperature:
0°~50°

YD/T 993 1998
GB/T 9254 2008
GB 4843.1 2011

1 year return or change for
free

support@striderlabs.net

CERTIFICATION

RECOMMENDED CONDITIONS

PRODUCT EXECUTION
STANDARD

WARRANTY

EMAIL

USB power (5V/500mA)

1/2.8, fixed focus, 120 degree
Angle

Full HD CMOS sensor

-30°~30°

-150°~ 150°

1080P (1920*1080 pixel)

Windows 8 / Windows 7 /
Windows 10/Windows XP etc

POWER

LENS

IMAGE SENSE

PITCHING MOTION ANGLE

HORIZONTAL MOTION ANGLE

VIDEO

OPERATION SYSTEM
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